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Editorial 

 
Djibril al-Ayad 

 

 
 
We're putting this issue of TFF together in a month in 
which heroes have died, hateful extremists have killed 
in two of the most shocking crimes of living memory, 
the wars all around us show no signs of abating, and our 
hearts have been broken by the news again and again. 
It’s hard to keep our hopes up in these circumstances, 
even harder to answer with equanimity when people ask 
us not to “politicize tragedy”—as if the act of 
pretending there was nothing political about a hate 
crime was not the most craven, reactionary, counter-
productive response possible. 

Fiction reflects the world we live in. Perhaps it 
exaggerates our flaws, acts as a warning against 
complacency or insularity, or it avenges itself against 
life with a vision of a better world. Stories, like dreams, 
are our way of sorting through the detritus of this fucked 
up world, rearranging them experimentally, sometimes 
nightmarishly, in the safe environment of the written 
page, the light reading matter, and working out our 
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feelings about people, things, decisions, events, 
possibilities. Sometimes we need to weep about tragedy 
or dystopia, watch our heroes suffer, gaze unflinchingly 
at the ugliness in the human heart; but sometimes we 
need to celebrate the beauty in community and diversity, 
sometimes we need to pretend that utopia is possible, 
that the good in us will win out over the fear and 
isolation, sometimes we need to imagine better. 

The fiction and poetry in this issue do all of these 
things. We see the ugliest of dystopias (as always, 
nothing we haven't seen worse in the real world), and 
the darkest human potential for violence and abuse, but 
we also see the resistance and rebuilding in response to 
these horrors. We see exhilirating adventure in the face 
of the greatest natural dangers, we see the dreams we 
dare to invent in the face of daily drudgery, we see the 
determination to stand against, or run from, 
straitjacketing convention, we see the birth of a new 
hero (or in this case superheroine). 

I'd like to thank all six of our authors, Colleen, Mary, 
Priya, Rachel, Simon and Vanessa, for daring to give us 
such beauty when we need it the most. I hope you enjoy 
these stories and poem, and the lovely illustrations 
Cécile, Eric, Laura-Anca, L.E., Toeken and Valeria 
have created to accompany them, and we'll see you 
again in September for more in the next issue. 

Djibril al-Ayad, June 2016 
 

Comment on the stories in this issue on the TFF blog: 
press.futurefire.net/2016/06/new-issue-201637.html



	

 

Cinder-Elver 
Mary Alexandra Agner 

 

 
Illustration © 2016, Laura-Anca Adascalitei. 

 
Mama warned me they’d be slippery. 
I’d prepared for that, having to slip out early in the 

morning, still full dark, down the hallway past papa’s 
room, past the closed door and the sounds of his 
slumber, of the snores of his new wife. I am silent, 
shoeless, eschewing the stepsisters’ glass stilettos. I step 
outside, into the chill and the dew waiting to blossom 
into drop, then burn off minutes after sunrise. My skin is 
the colour of this hour before dawn and, invisible, I 
make my way toward the run. 

When Mama was a girl there were festivals, flags. 
Now there are fences. I scramble them. I reach one rock 
formation, familiar from her stories, and put hands to 
holds, feet to shelves, climb. Dawn colours the stone 
orange and pink, grey with fine threads burning red that 
scorch my fingers. My shoulders ache, the big muscles 
around the bones. I breathe. I pull. Finally, my chin juts 
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over the top, plateau, never so beautiful a horizontal 
surface in all my days. 

My tears still the dust my feet kicked up: Mama 
stood here. Mama stood here, listened for them wending 
the winds. I hear them too, susurrus that doesn’t end, 
overlapping sighs from mouths that could swallow me, 
rippling bodies moving like cloud formations toward my 
pillar. They come on like a storm front, the white tips of 
their fins curling like lightning limning the edge of 
cumulonimbus. 

I find her mounting spaaaaaace, trace my fingers 
through the rivulets in the rock which spell out her 
initials. She got as far as Ele Oasis, stayed four years 
before her father found her, hauled her back, married 
her off. 

The rock doesn’t pulse but the air does, sweeps of 
pressure buffeting me and I lean into them even on my 
knees, hands in her story. My prologue. But my eyes 
look up. 

The eels swim on, swarming, calling to each other 
with lights and sparks. I look for the special ridge, divot 
just large enough for a girl, before the caudal fin. 

Suddenly I am among them, their broad bodies 
replacing the sky. So swift, all I can see are their thin, 
metallic streaks, their dark weight dragging the air 
along, wind whipping my eyelids shut. No longer afraid 
I will jump and miss, I laugh out loud. Grit in my teeth. 
Heartbeat up, I count the time it takes one to pass me 
by, squinting through flying silt. A second comes, 
mouth to the other’s tail. The wind spirals, bodies above 
me, alongside the far edge of the pillar. Dizzy, I look 
down. In the rising sun, my future is gold and auburn. 
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I step off the ledge, my legs jarring against the eel’s 
head, pain making me cry out, sudden realization of 
stability turning it into a whoop of joy. 

I scoot back to the fin, one foot and one hand at a 
time, failing to concentrate only on the eel’s width and 
wrinkles: the sky yawns above me so large I reach my 
hand out to touch it. I overbalance to the left, begin to 
slide, hands without purchase, lack of traction against 
this life sleek and oily. 

I fumble for my pocket, bag begged from the fairy 
godmother, finally worn down to grant my wish bereft 
of prince, pumpkin, or ring: gecko setae, willingly 
shared just this once, better than any magicked mice. 
Palms and soles sticky, I crawl to the divot, slip down 
into safety. The eel pivots over. I look up, ribbons of 
sky between the sinuous shapes. 

Better air and the last of the bright stars than bangles 
and flounce and ball gowns. Better these raucous calls, 
like giant crows, than the string quartet. I’ll do better 
than four years before I am forced into a family I didn’t 
choose. So many role models for how to swim against 
the current. 

 
 



 

 

The Wave 
Vanessa Fogg 

 

 
Illustration © 2016, toeken.  

 
46,000 fans are registered for my live mind-cast 
tomorrow. Not big, but not too bad considering that the 
edited ’casts after the fact are always more popular. And 
there’s a lot going on tomorrow—a wingsuit flying 
slalom race and another stratosphere jump by 
Dominique Wongpataporn. Logins to the live feeds 
of her mind-casts are always sky-high. 

So it’s okay, I tell myself, my low numbers don’t 
mean anything. More will login at the last minute, and 
it’s the still later numbers that will really matter, the 
downloads of the edited ’cast, the polished show, the 
after-buzz. Tomorrow the wave will break big; I 
can feel it. 
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I can almost literally see it, too. For the past week 
I’ve been tracking this storm, a swirling monster in the 
Bering Sea. In the bottom right corner of my visual 
field, colour-coded maps show wind speed and wave 
height throughout the north Pacific. A perfect swell is 
aimed right at the central Oregon coast, due to reach 
these shores tomorrow morning. If the forecast is right, 
the biggest waves we’ve seen here in a decade will hit. 

And at an obscure outer reef two miles offshore, the 
wave of my dreams will break. 

Alex enters the room. He looks rumpled with sleep, 
his brown hair tousled and flattened on one side. But 
somehow I know that he’s been lying awake all this 
time. He looks at me, and then his eyes flick to the 
screen mounted on the kitchen counter, which shows the 
same swell readings as those pulsing now across my 
eye-display. 

“Looks big for tomorrow,” he says. His voice is 
deceptively light. 

“Yes.” 
Our eyes meet. His are large and dark, and right now 

they’re showing the worry that he’s been suppressing 
for days, the fears for me that he’s been trying to hide. 
This is the first night we’ve spent together before a 
wave this big. And for a moment I think longingly of 
the rental house near the cove where I might have 
stayed, where the rest of the team is gathered. 

“Shannon.” Alex closes the distance between us, puts 
his arms around me. 

I lean against him, and we stay like that for a 
moment or two, in silence. 

“How are you feeling?” he says finally. 
“Good.” I rest my head on his shoulder. “I just 

always have trouble sleeping before a swell this size.” 
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“I know.” 
His body is lean and warm. I kiss the spot behind his 

ear, and then let my lips brush down his neck. 
“Maybe there’s something you could do to help me 

fall asleep,” I tease. And I shut down the flow of data to 
my eye-display, the weather updates and news and 
social feeds. Maybe spending the night here with him, 
moving in together, was the right call after all. 

His arms tighten around me, and the rest of his 
answer is not in words. 

 
It’s never been easy to make a living as a 

professional surfer. But in the past there were many 
more people who surfed, who actually got wet in the 
waves. A pro could use her image to help sell boards, 
wet suits, swim wear, athletic wear. She could sell an 
image of athleticism, a dream of sun and sand and 
freedom. Sports drinks. Sandals. Anything that could 
use a bit of surf glamor in its marketing. 

And sex appeal, of course. If you’re a woman and 
good-looking, there’s always been that, too. 

You can always sell something. But fewer people 
surf now; fewer people leave their homes at all. They’re 
all watching their screens, working and playing online. 
And they’re plugged into mind-casts, jumping off cliffs 
with BASE jumpers, turning flips with an aerial skier, 
even sharing in the mountain-top meditations of a monk 
who calls himself the Bodhisattva (2000 international 
credits gets you 15 minutes of Enlightenment as you tap 
into his live mind-feed). 

So I sell what so many are selling now: the 
experience. 
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And I’m good at it. My hits and followers are rising 
steadily. My ’casts have been featured by some of the 
top adrenaline channels. I’m not a regular in the top 
lists, no; I don’t have the investors that would let me 
take off anywhere at the first hint of a good swell, the 
ability to chase big waves around the globe year-round. 
But I’m getting there. 

I don’t have the technical skill of some, the flawless 
lines or showy moves. I haven’t ridden the biggest, 
heaviest waves. But it’s not so much now about how 
you look when you’re surfing. It’s not all about the 
wave that you ride. 

It’s about how you feel that wave. 

 
Fog on the cold sea. I left Alex warm in our bed this 

morning and took the rented car to the cove, the radar-
guided auto system navigating easily through the thick 
soup-mists. Now I’m standing on the shore with the rest 
of the crew, trying to peer through the fog with unaided 
eyes. The big wave is unseen, miles offshore, but even 
here the crash of the surf is stunning. Through the mist I 
glimpse heaving walls of gray water and explosions of 
spray. Boiling whitewater surges up the beach. It’s a 
mess, the cove completely closed out, waves breaking 
every which way. 

My partner, Brett, shakes his head. I catch his eye, 
and we trade bleak smiles. 

All our tech and the best weather apps, and no one 
knows precisely when this fog will lift, when the sea 
will calm enough to give us a chance to get past the 
shore break to the deep water reef beyond. Nervous 
swearing and chatter from the group. I run my visual-
casting feed, posting images from the beach to my fans. 
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Everyone else is doing the same, of course. If we ever 
do get a polished group-cast out of this, this scene will 
make for great drama. 

Mandy Kalama trains her eye-cam on me and asks 
me how I’m feeling. She’s not surfing, but she’ll come 
out with us as backup videographer from the water and 
jet-ski safety patrol. We’re damn lucky to have her. I 
watch her interview Jake Perez and Ken Lee for the 
group-cast next. They’ve flown in from Oahu, Hawaii 
just for this swell. They’re hard-charging stars with 
rocketing numbers. Jake in particular has a massive 
following and growing ad links, with his sculpted 
cheekbones and sea-green eyes, and his insane exploits 
in free-diving, hydro-flying, and surfing. Ken’s no 
slouch himself, one of the best pure surfers I know, 
calm in the worst situations but able to radiate a joy in 
the waves that’s made him a favorite of mind-cast 
followers. Brett paces by, and Mandy grabs him for his 
turn. He looks intently into her recording eyes and 
speaks of the weather and danger with just the right 
amount of tension. Beneath my own tension, my heart 
warms. He’s come a long way since the days that he 
was nervous and tongue-tied in interviews. We’ve 
known each other since we were kids, surfing this coast 
together. 

The ocean roars. In the damp air, my ungloved hands 
tingle with cold. 

“Morning, kids.” Taj Atkins’ voice speaks in my 
head, crisp and bright. He’s the drone-cam operator 
we’ve hired to film additional visuals for our show. 
He’s online. Finally. Now we can get a glimpse of the 
open sea beyond the shore break. The drone-feed opens 
in a square of my vision, and I see light above the mist, 
blue skies. Then the drone descends; the world turns 
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white, but something flashing below is whiter still: the 
foam of breaking waves. And now there are patches 
where the fog has cleared, and the dark sea seethes and 
glitters. “Here we go,” Taj says, and we’re flying 
onward, and I see a long swell below, rushing forward 
and then lifting, lifting, white at the top and curving and 
curling. It breaks, peeling gorgeously from left to right, 
and the detonation of foam fills the view-screen. Taj 
pulls back slightly, and I see another wave on the way, 
part of a set, and I know now that we’re at the outer 
reef, we must be, because I’m seeing the waves of my 
dreams. 

“Holy shit,” Mandy breathes, watching on her own 
eye-display. “That’s beautiful.” 

And now everyone is talking, shouting excitedly to 
Taj, who guides the drone according to our commands. 
For a while we just watch, getting the overview of the 
reef, trying to learn the behavior of the wave that breaks 
there. The fog drifts and parts and closes in again. 
Before us, in real-vision, the water at the cove still 
surges wildly without control. 

“We’re going out there,” says Jake. 
“Of course,” someone says. “But right now?” 
“Maybe we should wait another hour, see if the fog 

lifts by then.” 
“Surf’s still building.” 
“It might be peaking.” 
“We’re going out now,” I say. Everyone looks at me. 
“Right.” Brett grins as he meets my gaze. “Let’s do 

this now.” 
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They listen, because Brett and I were the ones who 
discovered the big wave out there, years ago. For nearly 
a decade, we’ve been watching for it. 

It only breaks when the sea is big enough, when the 
swells reach 25 feet or more. Under those conditions, 
the waves at the cove start to close out; they begin 
collapsing all at once, unsurfable. But out there, at that 
unnamed reef, the wave of the gods rises up. 

“Ghost Wave,” Brett and I have called it, because it’s 
so elusive. I’ve only seen it a handful of times. It’s only 
now that I feel ready to tackle it. 

As we wrangle our jet-skis into the water I think, for 
a moment, about Alex. He must be awake by now. He’ll 
have poured his coffee, stirred in too much sugar. He 
might be reading research papers for work. But he’ll be 
ready for the alert that signals the start of my personal 
mind-cast. He’ll be ready to put down his coffee and 
join in. 

I settle into the driver’s seat, Brett behind me. Ken 
and Jake share another jet-ski, and Mandy as water-
safety patrol has her own. 

THIS IS IT, I post to my followers. IT’S FOR 
REAL, WE’RE FINALLY DOING IT! YEARS OF 
TRAINING AND PREPARATION FOR THIS 
MOMENT—I CAN HARDLY BELIEVE IT’S HERE. 
LOGIN AND HANG ON TIGHT!!! 

I start the jet-ski’s engine and turn on my live mind-
feed. 

 
There are all kinds of customization features 

available on our live mind-casts. A person can login and 
see, hear, smell, feel what I or my team-mates are 
experiencing. An accelerating heart rate; a quickened 
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breath; salt-spray on the face; the feel of carving a 
perfect turn at the base of a wave and outracing the 
falling lip of thousands of gallons of water. 

The audience receives the transmitted electrical 
patterns of our neural activity directly into their brains, 
but they can choose to have the neural data altered; they 
can tune and dampen down certain sensations, or filter 
them out completely. The coldness of that spray on the 
face; the aching numbness that comes after hours in the 
sea, no matter how good the wet suit worn. Fatigue. 
Pain. Fear. 

There are default safeguards in place. It wouldn’t do 
to have the receivers, the “mind-riders,” traumatized. 
Reception is supposed to shut down when certain 
thresholds of pain or distress are exceeded. 

Most people prefer the edited ’casts. No risk of the 
unexpected there. Our editor will delete all the boring 
parts, the lulls spent just hanging out in the water, 
waiting for a rideable wave. With a group-cast like this, 
the editor will select the best rides, the best moments 
from all of us, and will splice our mind-feeds together 
along with Mandy and Taj’s visual recordings for one 
thrilling, wondrous, pumping ride. 

Still, the individual live mind-feeds have their fans. 
Some want to be right there with us, in real-time. There 
are even reports of people hacking the safe-guards. 
People who want to feel it all, even if it’s the worst 
wipeout ever—snapped bones, cracked ribs, a wicked 
hold-down under waves so beastly that you think this is 
it, you can’t breathe, you’re really done for this time. 

There are some people who want to risk feeling 
everything. 

The ride out past the shore break is a bitch. The mist 
makes it hard to see what’s coming, and the waves here 
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are the size of houses. I’m racing the jet-ski left and 
right, back and forth, dodging the breaking waves, 
looking for a way through. We top a wave just before it 
breaks, falling with a bone-rattling jolt down the other 
side, and Brett curses my driving. I’m laughing, and 
then he starts laughing, too. 

We make it out. It takes 40 minutes to go two miles, 
but we make it. 

The water calms. The fog has begun to clear by now, 
and through the dissipating haze the sun lights the 
scene. Rolling toward me is the wave, my wave, a 
dazzling mountain of water, glassy and green. It’s 
bigger and moving faster than I’ve ever seen it—the 
face at least 80 feet high. 

 
Why surfing? I was asked in an online Q and A. Why 

such a niche sport in this day and age, especially with 
the approach that you take? Have you considered 
surfing with more modern gear and apps? 

There were several things I could have said. 
I could have said: This is the way I distinguish myself 

in a crowded field of mind-casters. 
I could have said: I’m spearheading a return to a 

more authentic expression of human achievement. Body 
augmentations and mods have their place, and the new 
reflex-enhancing apps have enabled incredible feats. 
But I want a purer form of sport; I want to remind 
people of what the raw human body and mind can do. 

Or I might have told the truth, and said: When I was 
starting out, I didn’t have money for the best neuromod 
apps and augments. And then my friends and I started 
getting attention, and we realized that this was the way 
to play it. 
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I might have said: It’s because I learned to surf as a 
little girl growing up in southern California, back when 
people still lived there, back before the currents and 
storm patterns changed and the swells moved north and 
the fires burned everything down. Back when regular 
people still took to the waves, and Trestles was crowded 
on every good day. I learned to surf the real way, with 
an unaugmented body and non-motorized board. And 
then I came north to Oregon with my family and all the 
other drought refugees, and the world was wet and 
green and strange. The kids at the new school teased 
me; the sea felt like ice. But I pulled on a wetsuit and 
took out my board, and I was home. Surfing was home. 
It always will be. 

“It’s the biggest rush there is,” I told the interviewer 
aloud. “It’s not just speed—you can get that other 
ways—but it’s skill and mastery and riding the energy 
of the sea. You can’t feel the wave the same way with 
the new tech-boards and apps. It’s hard to explain.” 

I looked at the camera. “Download one of my mind-
casts,” I told the audience. “Any of them at all. You’ll 
feel it for yourselves.” 

 
Brett is the first one to take on the Ghost Wave. 

These waves are too large to catch paddling in with 
unaugmented arms, so we use our jet-skis to tow each 
other in—a deliberate recreation of the classic technique 
of an earlier generation of big-wave surfers. 

I slingshot Brett into a clean 70-footer. He slices 
across a face that’s the height of an office building 
seven stories high. He carves a long, swooping arc, 
down and then up to the wave’s crest and down again, 
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staying seconds ahead of the falling lip, and as he pulls 
safely out of the collapsing wave he’s screaming in joy. 

Then the other tow-team has a turn—Jake whipped 
into a wave by Ken driving jet-ski. Jake angles down a 
face at least as tall as Brett’s monster; then, insanely, he 
cuts back up under the pitching lip and into one of the 
biggest tubes I’ve ever seen. We all hold our breaths as 
he disappears behind the pouring, thundering curtain. 
Seconds later, the barrel spits out a plume of spray. And 
he’s there, on his feet, riding out on the last surge of that 
barrel’s breath. 

Even Taj, watching and recording remotely from 
miles away, is yelling and hooting with us. Ken swoops 
in on jet-ski to pick his partner up, and it’s off for the 
next wave. 

They keep rolling in, these beautiful, flowing, 
roaring sculptures of water and light. Brett and Jake 
carve smoothly down faces like green glass. And then 
it’s time to switch drivers and surfers. It’s my turn. 

Brett’s eyes are still shining as I position my feet in 
the straps on my board. I take hold of the tow-rope 
behind the ski. And we’re skimming forward to meet 
the swells. The first one coming at us is large, but 
there’s one behind that, and another after that, too—a 
set, and each bigger than the last. “This one! This one!” 
I scream at the third, and Brett opens the throttle and 
we’re on it, the beast rising under us. I drop the tow-
rope and he drives away to the safety of the shoulder. 
The wave keeps rising beneath me, steepening; it’s 
drawing up the entire sea as it stands. It’s a vertical wall, 
and now there’s no time to do anything but point my 
board straight and beeline it right down the face. 
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This is the thing about riding big waves: I’m not 
thinking about anything else when I’m on one. 

I’m not thinking of the people logged into my mind-
feed, slumped blank-eyed and slack-jawed on ratty 
couches or sleek form-adjusting chairs; scattered in rural 
land-locked towns and cities in Iowa, Minnesota, the 
Great Plains; tapping in from Portland, Seattle, 
Vancouver, Calgary; insomniac teens in Beijing or a 
middle-aged manager in Sydney who once surfed in his 
youth. I’m not thinking of my counts and hits and 
investor demands and whether or not this group-cast 
will do well. I’m not thinking about the shitty terms in 
that new mind-cast distribution deal, or the new 
equipment I’d like, or how if I were smarter and richer 
I’d have insisted on more back-up water safety, maybe 
even a support boat or helicopter on-call. I’m not 
thinking of the cost of medical insurance. I’m not 
thinking of my mother, who keep asking if I’ll ever go 
back to college and get a real job. I’m not thinking 
about Alex, who’s likely riding in my mind right now, 
the only time I’ve ever let him or any lover into my 
mind: when I know I won’t be thinking of them, or of 
us, at all. 

I’m not even thinking about the next wave. 
I’m only thinking about this one, at this time. Just 

this moment, the ocean roaring and moving under and 
all around me. The lip of the wave gathering behind me. 
The feel of the water under my feet, and the split-second 
adjustments I must make to stay alive. 

 
The lip crashes down behind me, nearly at my heels; 

the spray from the explosion catches me and nearly 
knocks me off my feet. I stay on the board, barely. The 
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world is white mist. Brett’s there suddenly, zooming in 
on jet-ski to pick me up. I swing up onto the sled behind 
the ski. 

My heart’s beating hard enough to trigger an 
arrhythmia in a vulnerable mind-rider. I was running for 
my life the whole way. 

“That was insane—the biggest one yet!” Brett tells 
me as we race out from the whitewater. I hear my 
friends whooping for me over the audio connection. 
“You could have driven semi-trucks through the barrel 
that was behind you!” Jake yells, and Ken says, “Two 
semis at once!” and Mandy just keeps repeating, “Holy 
fuck.” “The biggest one yet,” Taj says solemnly. He has 
the software for measuring wave height from trough to 
crest, so I believe him. I don’t ask for the number of feet 
or meters. I don’t check my own sensor feeds for the 
stats. Another swell is looming on the horizon. “Let’s 
go,” I tell Brett, and we’re off for the next. 

 
We fall and wipe-out. All of us. It’s almost 

inevitable, in waves like these. 
Jake falls in his next barrel; Brett hits chop on the 

face and goes spinning. Ken, after three flawless rides, 
suffers a nightmare: he falls while still near the top and 
is sucked up the moving face and then caught and 
pitched down within the massive, plunging lip. We all 
freeze at the sight; we all assume that he’s pulverized, 
dead. But he pops up, alive, his safety vest inflating and 
doing its job. It’s Mandy who makes the rescue, racing 
on jet-ski into the seething cauldron of whitewater to 
fetch him. They escape the impact zone before the next 
wave hits, and he’s shaken and beaten but miraculously 
unhurt. 
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Illustration © 2016, toeken.  

 
I fall as well. 
These are the moments edited out of a polished 

mind-cast. These moments when you’re driven down, 
down, and the water is black, and you curl yourself into 
a ball because the whirling force of the wave is trying to 
tear off your limbs. You’re caught in the spin-cycle of 
the world’s largest washing machine, and you’re 
pummeled as you tumble helplessly, blind. The air in 
your lungs is slowly burning away. It takes everything 
you have to force away the panic. You’re reminded that 
you’re not in control. You never were. 
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I’m flushed to the surface; I’m sucking air through 
thick foam. Brett’s there to pluck me from the water, 
just as partners are supposed to do. I realize that I’ve 
been shot half a football field’s length from where I fell. 
I’m gasping on the ski’s rescue sled. “Are you okay?” 
Brett asks. I am. I’m thrilled with just being alive. 

 
We’re at it for hours. An offshore wind picks up, 

blowing straight into the wave faces, grooming them 
and making them stand taller. Accidents happen when 
you’re tired, everyone knows that, but no one’s tired; 
we’re mainlining top-grade adrenaline. Who knows 
when this wave will break again? Who knows the next 
time that distant storms and winds align just right, 
focusing the sea’s energy just so at this spot? It might 
never be this good again. 

Brett’s ripping a monstrous wave as though it’s half 
the size, carving sharp turns, snapping off the top; he’s 
surfing as though it were a mild day at our home break. 
He’ll never reach the performance levels of a star 
running top-shelf neuromod apps—the neural programs 
that enhance reflexes and reaction times, that suppress 
fear while still maintaining fear’s focus. But I think, 
with his natural gifts, that he comes close. 

He’s not a Luddite or fool; none of us are. We do 
what we can to stay safe and surf well. We have the best 
classic boards you can buy, made with the best modern 
materials. We wear health monitoring apps like 
everyone else; we have wet suits with GPS trackers and 
all the safety features we can afford. We use technology 
selectively, as Alex would say. 

But we want to feel it when we surf. Not use neural 
programs to turn ourselves into perfect, contest-winning 
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and record-breaking machines. I’ve experienced the 
mind-feeds of those neural app users; I know the 
difference. 

 
The ocean’s still throwing out bombs, these 

incredible waves. Brett’s making a turn when something 
happens: I see his body twist and pitch forward. He 
bounces off the water’s surface. And then the white fury 
of the peeling lip catches up and buries him. 

I’m on it; I can see the tracking signal from his suit 
shining on my visual display, overlaid on the real-world 
visuals. I shoot forward into the whitewater. It’s chaos, 
but his tracking signal is a bright red light through the 
spray. I see him with my real vision, a dark figure 
bobbing in the water. I go in to grab him, but when I 
pull alongside his hands slip off the rescue sled. I come 
back around. I can see that something’s wrong; his face 
has gone nearly as white as the foam. Taj, watching 
from above, shouts a warning about the incoming wave. 
I can sense it bearing down on us. I grab Brett’s arms 
and use the acceleration of the ski to provide the 
momentum to flip him onto the sled. 

I gun us out of there. 
But not fast enough. I know that the next wave will 

hit the moment before it does. 
There’s the sharp thunder-crack as the lip hits, 

almost right on us. And in that same instant I see 
nothing but white, as the blast of the wave’s collapse 
catches us and hurls us into the air. 

 
Why do you do it? strangers comment on my social 

feeds. 
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Why do you keep doing it? my mother has asked. 
She’s sat through some of my mind-casts; she should 
understand. 

But I know what she’s asking. She’s waving one 
hand about helplessly as she talks, as she mentions those 
barrels I caught in Chile two years ago, and how happy I 
was then and how those waves didn’t seem so big, so 
scary. She’ll mention other sessions in smaller waves, 
exploring Vancouver Island’s hidden breaks, paddling 
into double-overheads with Brett at our regular spot, 
catching long tubes that seemed to go on forever off the 
coast of Namibia. They were all good rides. She’s right; 
I was perfectly happy then. 

But I can’t stand still; I can’t keep at the same level. I 
have to keep pushing it, changing it up, exploring new 
breaks and techniques and approaches. I have to keep 
surfing bigger waves. 

My most dedicated followers understand. They’ve 
been there from the beginning, and they login to every 
ride. They understand how challenge and fear feed the 
thrill. They feel it when I get too comfortable, when I’m 
too far back from the edge. The edge is where they—
and I— want to be. 

 
I’m flying through the air; I see the distant shore—

green pines, cliffs—hanging inverted before me. And 
then I’m plunging down into darkness. 

My safety vest inflates and I surface. Brett is floating 
about 20 yards away. A wall of churning whitewater is 
behind him, blotting out the world. It’s coming so fast. I 
don’t have time to deflate my vest and dive to duck its 
power. I barely have time to draw a breath before it’s 
upon us. 
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There are moments that you don’t want your loved 

ones to share. Times that you hope they’re not logged 
in, feeling what you feel. 

 
The force is like a wall of concrete slamming into me 

and I’m driven down again, down, and everything is 
ringing. I’m spinning spinning spinning and the beating 
seems to go on forever. 

I come to the surface again. There’s another wave 
upon me. Again. 

It knocks out what little air I had left in my lungs.  

 
When the body is denied oxygen and carbon dioxide 

builds up in the blood, the body begins to spasm. 
Fingers and toes begin to tingle. The urge to draw in a 
breath—even when you know it’s a suffocating breath 
of salt-water—becomes overwhelming. 

I force myself to relax. My mind to empty. The urge 
to breathe passes. 

I hear Mandy on the audio connection, her voice 
steady and calm. “Hang on. We’ll be right there to get 
you, we can see where you are. Just hang on.” 

So I do. 
Even with my vest fully inflated, it seems to take a 

long time to break the surface. But I do, and I’m gulping 
air hungrily, desperately. 

There’s another wave left in the set. 
There are multiple waves left in the set. 
Taj, from somewhere above, can see them all and is 

counting them off—Just three more left, hang on, he 
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says —and I can hear the others talking to me, talking to 
both Brett and me, calming, reassuring, staying with us. 
The poundings blur together; it’s a nightmare, but it’s a 
nightmare I’ve known. I’ve been held under before, 
caught in multiple-wave poundings before, although this 
is the worst I’ve ever had. 

And then I hear the jet-ski and Mandy’s there and 
she grabs me, and she gets us both out of there before 
the last wave of the set hits. 

I’m gasping on the rescue sled and the world is still 
spinning. Tiny black dots swarm across my vision. My 
body feels pounded to tissue paper, and I’ve never been 
so grateful to Mandy in all my life. 

“Brett?” I say when I can finally talk. 
Ken’s voice on the audio, tense: “Got him. I’ve 

called the medics, and they’re on their way.” 
“Brett?” I say again. Brett doesn’t answer. 

 
We all go together to take Brett back to shore. By 

now he’s recovered a little from the initial shock, but the 
pain from his injuries has come flooding in, and the 
choppy ride back doesn’t help. He lies face down on 
Ken’s rescue sled and bites a strap to keep from 
screaming. I’m on Ken’s ski, too, trying to keep Brett 
still. He sprained a knee on his fall on the wave’s face, 
and then the falling lip shattered the femur of his other 
leg. This is what the emergency room doctor surmises, 
remotely reviewing the data from Brett’s health app 
sensors. It’s a miracle that Ken got him out before much 
more damage could occur. Matter-of-factly the doctor 
tells us to keep the leg as still as we can, to keep the 
broken bone bits from sliding around. It’s lucky, she 
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adds, that a bone hasn’t punctured Brett’s femoral 
artery. He’d bleed out to death within minutes. 

It’s not exactly a comforting thought as we drive 
back through the rough shorebreak. 

But we make it to shore and he’s still alive, and the 
medics and ambulance vehicle are there. One of the 
medics jacks into Brett’s health apps to start a localized 
pain-block, and Brett’s face immediately eases. By the 
time they bundle him away, he’s joking about his fall. 
He’s safe, and his husband has been called and will be 
meeting him at the hospital. 

The rest of us are left standing on the beach, looking 
at one another. 

There’s still a mind-cast to be recorded. There are 
still waves to be ridden, before a predicted storm 
tomorrow comes and blows it all to worthless chop. 

“Are you going back out?” Jake asks me carefully. 
His green eyes hold no judgement. I already know what 
he and Ken will do. Jake was the one who tracked down 
my jet-ski and board, and drove my ski in while I rode 
with Brett and Ken. 

I look at Mandy. She’ll be the one to tow me into the 
waves, if I go back out. 

“I can handle it,” she says evenly. “Your call.” 
I feel weak and shaky, but I think—as I’ve thought 

before, as I thought after my first really bad wipe-out 
and after countless spills and wipeouts since—that if I 
don’t get back out there now, I might not have the nerve 
to get back in again. Brett’s safe. And besides, I still 
haven’t made it out of a barrel this session. 

“Yeah,” I say. “I want just one more wave.” 
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I get it. Mandy tows me into a beautiful one— not as 
big as the other monsters we’ve been surfing, but it’s 
perfectly formed. I’m in the right position. I pull into the 
barrel, into the heart of the wave. The green lip arcs and 
throws over my left. The roar of the wave quiets. The 
barrel’s translucent green light surrounds me. The 
translucent light fills me. 

I see the barrel’s opening ahead, a portal back into 
the world. I keep my eyes fixed on that opening, 
adjusting my speed. The water flashes and sparkles all 
about me. I think that I might make it out this time. 

I do. 
I keep to my feet as the barrel spits me out in its cold 

spray, and Mandy’s waiting there to pick me up. My 
friends are all cheering. I feel weightless with the relief 
and joy. It was over too soon, as it always is, but it’s 
enough. “That’s it,” I tell Mandy. “I don’t need any 
more for today.” 

 
Alex is waiting for me on the beach when I get back. 

I don’t question why he’s there. I just walk up to him 
and press myself against him, like a tired child looking 
to crawl into a hidden place for rest. 

 
This is the dirty secret of a mind-cast: you’re not 

really experiencing what the mind-caster felt. 
Even if it’s a raw mind-feed with no filters or 

safeguards at all—it’s not the same. It’s not real. 
Because some small part of you knows that you’re 

not really there; you know that you’re actually in your 
bedroom or lying back on your living room couch, the 
mind-receiver set shading your eyes. Even as your heart 
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rockets in rhythm with the ‘caster and your breath draws 
quick, some small part of you retains control, able to 
stop reception of the mind-cast whenever you please. 

If it was exactly the same—if the experience of a 
mind-cast was inseparable from the real thing—I 
wouldn’t need to keep chasing big waves at all. I would 
just download and stream the experiences of others. 

If it was exactly the same, I would relive through 
mind-casts my own best waves, over and over. That 
perfect ride at P’eahi; the secret wave in Western 
Australia; the long barrels that went on forever in 
Skeleton Bay, Namibia. And the best days right here on 
this coast, in the hard cold waters of the Pacific 
Northwest with my friends. 

And if I could, I would go back even further in time. 
To a time before there were mind-casts at all. If I could, 
I would go back to experience the first time I stood and 
turned on a wave. The first time I caught a barrel. Those 
days in SoCal, when I was just a girl and the world was 
so bright. If those days had been mind-recorded, I’d go 
back and re-experience those first thrills, over and over. 

 
It’s late at night, and I’m lying in bed in my favorite 

warm PJs, waiting for Alex to join me. Brett came 
through his surgery just fine: I’ve been checking and re-
checking his social feeds. There’s a photo of him giving 
a thumbs-up on a gurney just before they wheeled him 
into the operating room. His husband has been posting 
to Brett’s public page, and Brett apparently came out of 
the OR three hours ago with titanium rods stuck through 
his splintered bones and injections of growth factors and 
matrix proteins to speed healing. Maybe a month to 
recover, and then he can be back in the waves. He’s 
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sleeping now, so I’ll see him tomorrow. I’ve already left 
him several direct messages, but I add my public well 
wishes to the hundreds now scrolling across his public 
page. The drone visuals from his fall and rescue are 
already going viral. The finished group-cast should do 
great. 

Alex enters the room; he has a glass of water for me. 
I catch his hand as he sets it on the nightstand, and our 
hands squeeze. 

“I’ve got a little work I need to catch up on,” Alex 
says, his eyes gentle. “I’ll be up soon, okay?” 

I nod. 
It’s my doing that he’s behind on his work, after all; 

he was tapped into my mind-feed, riding with me 
instead of working. And after he felt me take six waves 
on the head—after he felt me get ragdolled by the sea, 
and then my fear when I thought Brett might be gone, 
my fear on those long, terrible two miles back to shore, 
my partner biting back his screams in front of me—then 
Alex had torn off his mind-receiver set and gone out to 
meet me. He didn’t want to be in my head any longer; 
he wanted to be physically with me, to be there on the 
beach when I came in from the sea. 

I think: I have so much to be grateful for. 
I close my eyes, leaning back into the pillows. That 

deep, good post-wave exhaustion is claiming me. 
Mandy and Ken and Jake are alive and whole; they were 
just here for dinner, and now they’re on the way back to 
their own families. I hear Alex downstairs, tidying up, 
running the kitchen sink. And then he’ll be lost in his 
own work for an hour or more. He uses computer 
models to try to understand the ongoing changes to the 
ocean currents. I try to follow his work, but I don’t have 
the physics and math background to follow completely. 
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I’ve been worried about things between us, that we 
moved in together too soon, that it’s too much too fast, 
that in the end he can’t handle my surfing. That outside 
the mind-casts, he’ll never really understand. But as he 
frowns downstairs over his esoteric equations and I drift 
off toward sleep, I think that I don’t understand 
everything about him or his passions, either. 
  



 

 

A Distant Glimpse 
Simon Kewin 
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Mina was half-way up one of the trash hillsides, 
rummaging through tattered, slime-coated plastic bags 
for bottle-tops and other treasures, when her eye caught 
the glint of light. A flash of white, up on the summit. 
Just some shard of glass lying at the right angle to catch 
the sun, but beautiful. She stood up straight, one hand 
shading her eyes to admire it. If she swayed backwards 
and forwards she could make it wink on and off. A star, 
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her very own star, shining for her. She found herself 
smiling at the sight of it. 

“Come on, Mina. You’ll get in trouble. You’ve 
hardly collected anything.” Babat, picking through the 
trash down the slope, looked worried. Babat always 
looked worried. But then he was only eight. Just a kid. 
Two years ago, she’d have been the same. She peered 
up the slope, assessing the climb, marking out a likely 
route. 

“I’m going up to the top,” she said. “Wait here. Keep 
an eye on the others, okay? I’m relying on you.” 

“No, Mina. The men will be here soon. They’ll beat 
us with their lathis again if we don’t collect enough.” 

She sighed. It was hard being the leader. She missed 
Setu. Once, Setu had done all the thinking, all the 
worrying. But then she got sick and died, coughing so 
much that it seemed to tear her up inside, and she, Mina, 
had to take over the job of looking after them. Babat and 
Ed and the whole gang of them. She wished Setu was 
still alive. 

“There’s an hour yet,” she said. “I’ll collect as I go 
up, okay? I’ll be back before you know it.” 

He looked unconvinced, worry clouding his filthy 
face as he stood there up to his knees in rot and slime. 
He always worked next to her, didn’t like her to go 
anywhere without him. She understood. She’d lost her 
mother, too. Maybe that was why she’d stuck to Setu so 
much. 

Mina set off, wading upwards. It was hard going, the 
piled mountain of rubbish giving way beneath her feet, 
slipping backwards. She’d seen more than one person 
engulfed by an avalanche, the whole hillside breaking 
free to swallow those at the bottom. She stopped and 
worked her way sideways, away from Babat and the 
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others, then began to climb again. At one point she 
placed her foot onto a soft spot, the hillside sucking her 
whole leg in. She sprawled forwards, cutting her hand 
on the jagged top of a tin. A family of rats, nesting in 
the hillside there, squealed and boiled out of the hole 
she’d made to scatter across the hillside. She glanced 
down the slope to see Babat watching her, eyes wide 
with alarm. She waved and, heaving her leg out on the 
third attempt, carried on upwards. Another couple of 
minutes, out of breath, she reached the summit. 

The rolling hills of the landfill stretched away in all 
directions. In the sunlit haze the scene was beautiful. 
She liked to come up here. The sight pulled at her, 
tugged on her insides in ways she didn’t have the words 
for. Other garbage hills lay all around. Other gangs of 
kids worked those other hills. Some of them she’d never 
even been to. This hill was their home. Their whole 
world. A place they’d had to defend more than once. 

Kites wheeled in the sky above her. The birds didn’t 
fly away. She often wondered about that. They lived 
here, like she and Babat and the others. Everyone knew, 
of course, about the outside world. In the evening they 
told stories about it. Told of the princesses and kings 
who lived in their golden palaces, everything they could 
ever want given to them, more food than they could ever 
eat. Clean clothes and soft beds and machines that sang 
gently to send them to sleep. And when they were bored 
with something, those princesses and kings, they simply 
threw it away. Even if it still worked, even if it could 
still be used or eaten or worn. Then other people 
collected all the discarded things from the palaces and 
brought them to the tip. Twenty or thirty truck-loads of 
it each day. That was how it was. 
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Mina had lived her life in the landfill. When she was 
a baby, her mother worked the mountains and swamps 
with Mina swaddled to her back. Later, Mina was able 
to help, working beside her mother, picking through the 
layers in the hope of unearthing those precious treasures 
the site occasionally gave them. Computer chips (their 
use unfathomable), unbroken bottles, pens, beads. Even 
coins. She had a secret collection back in the hut, buried 
in the ground in a tin. The treasures she kept for herself. 
When she was alone, or the others were asleep, she 
would take the items out and hold them, look at them, 
wondering who’d once owned them, what their stories 
were. 

She began to search for the shard of glass she’d 
glimpsed from down the slope. Perhaps it would be 
another such treasure to add to her collection. But she 
could see nothing. The sun was at the wrong angle. Or 
she’d imagined it. She worked her way around the hill-
top, thigh-deep in the trash at places, setting small 
avalanches rattling down the slopes more than once. She 
was about to give up when she caught a glimmer. A 
flash of metal this time, not glass. Metal was good. The 
people outside could make marvellous things with 
metal. She worked her way over to it, thrilling with 
excitement at what the precious treasure might be. 

A short brass tube housing a round, glass lens lay 
embedded in the trash. Heart thundering, Mina picked it 
up. Who would throw away such a wonder? Another, 
smaller lens filled the other end of the tube. A pair of 
brass wheels at the narrow end could be turned, 
allowing something within to be altered or adjusted. It 
was the most wonderful thing she’d ever seen in her 
whole life. 
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She knew what it was, although she’d never spoken 
the word out loud. Saying it was awkward as her tongue 
tried to give birth to the difficult syllables. Eventually, 
she had it. 

Telescope. 
 

 
Illustration © 2016, Eric Asaris. 

 
She held it to her eye. She saw nothing but a blur of 

colours, browns and blues. She turned the wheels on the 
device, hoping that would make it work. The colours 
swirled and then snapped into sudden clarity, smudges 
becoming hard lines. At first she couldn’t understand 
what she was seeing. Then she made sense of it. One of 
the other trash hills, brought right up close. She lifted 
the telescope to look beyond. In the distance, white and 
gold in the haze of the horizon, she saw towers and 
domes, a distant glimpse of huge buildings. Bright 
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sunlight glinting off a thousand windows. The homes of 
the princesses and kings. Their beauty took her breath 
away. She took the telescope from her eye. The palaces 
were gone; all she could see on the horizon was the 
familiar haze, as if the world stopped there. 

“Mina!” 
The fear in Babat’s voice was clear as he shouted up 

at her. Down the hill, the men had arrived in their van to 
collect their days pickings. They were early, and the 
sack she carried tied over her shoulder was still all-but 
empty, only a few plastic bottles to show for her 
morning’s work. Below her, Babat stood transfixed, 
looking up at her, looking down at the men, caught 
between them. 

Mina rattled back down the slope, hastily snatching 
up any scraps she could see and dropping them into her 
sack. She took Babat’s arm and led him down to the 
ground, calling to the others to join them. 

There was a silence as they each emptied out the 
treasures they’d recovered onto little heaps in front of 
them. One of the men kicked at Mina’s meagre pile and 
raised his lathi to strike. 

Later that evening, the five of them huddled in the 
little hut they’d built against the side of the hill, sheets 
of rusting corrugated iron to keep the rains off when 
they hammered down on the tip. Mina sat quietly. When 
she moved it hurt sharply, all across her shoulders and 
back where they’d beaten her. She didn’t cry, but Babat, 
lying beside her, sobbed helplessly. She placed a hand 
on his hair, stroking him with her thumb. 

There were many stories about the city. Some said it 
was a lair of demons, too, a place of suffering and 
danger as well as marvel. There had to be some truth to 
that, especially if that was where the men came from. 
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Perhaps good and evil fought there, battling over those 
palaces. She couldn’t keep the images she’d glimpsed 
from her mind. When she finally closed her eyes they 
were still there, glowing in the sun. Setu had talked 
about escaping. A long and dangerous journey with 
terrible hazards in the way. But it had to be possible. 
There had to be a road for the trucks to rattle along. 
Mina wondered how far it was. By some magic the 
telescope made the buildings visible, but to walk there 
was a different matter. Was such a thing even possible? 
Was it simply a matter of distance? 

For the following five days she worked as hard as 
she could, picking over the arriving truck-loads of 
rubbish, or scavenging through fresh layers exposed by 
the bulldozers as they moved the trash around. The 
pains from her wounds subsided a little, although livid 
bruises lit up across her back and shoulders. Each day, 
when the men came, her sack was full and her pile of 
pickings large. The man who’d beat her grunted and 
told her to throw what she’d found into the van. 

As she did so, Mina studied the vehicle, just as she 
studied the great snarling trucks when she could. Was 
there a way to hide away underneath them? Hitch a ride 
to the distant city? She imagined Babat clinging on as 
they jolted over dusty roads. Then his tiny hands losing 
their grip, Babat falling to the road, the wheels jolting as 
they thundered over his body. No. That was no way to 
do it. 

After five days, she finally allowed herself to work 
her way back to the top of the hill, picking through the 
garbage as she climbed so that it looked like she had no 
definite destination in mind. At the top, she had to kick 
aside tatters of plastic to find the telescope. It was still 
where she’d dropped it. Hands trembling, she crouched 
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so that no one could see her and raised the device to her 
eyes once more. 

She squatted there for half an hour, as long as she 
dared, studying the palaces, studying the world between 
her and them. The landfill stretched away for a great 
distance, ending in a high wire fence. Beyond lay a river 
and a bare brown plain of mud, scattered buildings upon 
it, low and square. Then, seemingly many miles further 
on, the great buildings. She couldn’t see roads, but she 
did trace the routes the trucks and carts took. When she 
had everything clear, a map in her mind, she slipped the 
telescope into her sack. Before the men came, she would 
add it to her collection of treasures. 

That night, in the dark and the quiet, she awoke 
coughing. Unable to stop herself, not wanting to keep 
the others awake, she slipped outside into the 
moonlight. 

“Mina! Where are you going?” 
“Hush, Babat. Go to sleep. I’ll be back soon.” 
Following the shadowy outlines of the garbage hills 

she walked for an hour or more, doing her best to move 
quietly in enemy territory, covering her mouth as the 
coughing fit continued to plague her. If she was caught 
by the children of the other hills they would beat her and 
kick her. Fortunately she reached the fence without 
seeing anyone. The mesh towered over her, impossible 
to climb. She felt around in the dirt, but it went down 
into the ground, too, to stop it being tunnelled under. 

She followed the line of the wire until she came to a 
garbage mound that had been bulldozed right up against 
it. The fence bulged from the weight but still stood. She 
walked around the hill ten minutes more, until the 
eastern sky began to lighten and she had to hurry back 
to Babat and the others. 
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That day passed in a blur, exhausted as she was from 
her explorations. More than once she had to sit down 
and wait for the fits of coughing to pass. Babat stayed 
closer to her than normal, occasionally slipping things 
he found into her bag rather than his. When the men 
came, her pile was smaller than usual but fortunately not 
small enough to incur their wrath. She returned to the 
hut and lay down to sleep utterly spent. Tomorrow she 
would be better. 

But the following day she felt worse, no strength in 
her muscles. She shivered even when the sun rose to 
warm their little tin hut. When she coughed it seemed to 
pull on every muscle in her body, 

Babat came to her, his eyes full of worry. “Are you 
going to die like Setu?” 

“No, of course not.” 
“This is what happened to her. You’re going to leave 

too.” 
“No. I need to rest. Tomorrow I’ll be right as rain.” 
“If you can’t work the men will beat you.” 
“They’ll give me a day to recover. If they kill me I 

won’t be able to collect for them tomorrow, will I?” 
Babat looked unconvinced, but he left with Ed and 

the others, leading them from the hut as she normally 
did. She smiled at him as he left. 

By that evening she knew that he’d spoken the truth. 
She couldn’t eat or drink. The sickness filled her. Now 
when she coughed it felt like something was tearing 
inside her. She’d slept a little, so she thought, and was 
surprised when Babat and the others returned, the day 
already over. She was burning hot but still shivered. 
Babat gave her water and it helped a little, trickling cold 
inside her. 
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At some point in the day she’d come to a decision. 
She knew what she had to do. 

In the middle of the night, when the world was quiet 
once more, she forced herself to rise and dress. She 
roused the others, telling them to be quiet, follow her. 
She slung the bag of treasures over her shoulder, along 
with a length of tattered rope scavenged long ago. 

“Where are we going?” said Babat. There was a note 
of accusation in his voice. “You need to rest. You look 
sick.” 

The hut, the faces of Babat and the others swirled 
and danced in front of her, all the reliable, solid lines 
melting. Her legs wobbled but she refused to succumb. 
“Follow me. I’ll show you. It’s not far.” 

She didn’t need to tell them to creep quietly past the 
other hills. They walked hand-in-hand, following her 
without further question. At the fence, she squatted and 
whispered to them what they had to do. 

Babat looked up at the fence, at the slope of garbage 
she’d told them to climb. “You go first,” he said. He 
seemed to know what she was thinking, what she really 
planned. 

She shook her head. All her strength was gone. “No. 
I’ll watch here. You go first. Tie the rope to the top of 
the wire and let yourselves down.” 

“You’re going to follow aren’t you?” 
“Of course.” 
She thought he was going to refuse but then he 

relented. Leading Ed and the others he began to wade up 
the morass of trash leaning against the fence. 

Twenty minutes later, Babat and the others were all 
on the other side, the rope dangling down long enough 
to let them fall uninjured to the ground. The sun was 
rising, a golden light in the haze of the east. She sat 
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against the fence, slumped like the mountain of garbage, 
panting as if she’d been running. She handed the 
telescope through the wire to Babat. “Here, take this. I 
can’t come with you but this will guide you.” 

Babat refused to take the telescope. He looked as if 
all his fears had come to pass. 

“Please, Babat. Take it. It’s a magic telescope. Hold 
it to your eye and you’ll see the palaces. Keep looking 
and walk towards them, that’s all you have to do. Lead 
the others for me. Don’t look down. Don’t look 
around.” 

Still he hesitated. She thought he might begin to cry. 
If he did, she didn’t know what she would do. 

“Babat, I can’t look after you any more. You were 
right. Now you have to do this. I’m sorry.” 

Ed and the others stood behind Babat, waiting to see 
what would happen. Finally, quietly, Babat took the 
telescope from her fingers and held it to his eye. 
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Rani splayed out on her bed, holding a grey flip 

phone to her ear. The line rang two times. 
“Hello?” A gruff voice said. 
“Hey, Wallace,” Rani gushed. “Guess what I got.” 
“A new Gundam Wing model?” 
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“Aww, I wish—but this is just as good! Tickets to 
Dazzle Con!” 

“Dazzle Con?” Wallace sounded happy. “That’s 
great, Rah! So your mom’s going to let you go?” 

“Oh yeah. It’s going to be amazing!” Rani told him. 
“They’ll have tons of models there! And we can drive 
there, as long as we get the right parking permit!” 

Rani had golden-brown skin and bright blue eyes, 
one of the few Indian girls without dark irises. Her hair 
fell a little past her ears, and she wore tiny golden 
earrings. Her heart fluttered like the grey petticoats that 
she had painstakingly ironed earlier that day. 

“Wait, we?” he said. 
“Yeah; we’ve both dreamed of going to Dazzle 

Con!” 
“Rah, it sounds amazing, but I don’t know.” 

Wallace’s voice cracked on the phone. “My Dad is 
running a new series of experiments that day, and he 
wants me to be at the office.” 

“Wallace, you go to all his experiments. Take 
a break for once; your dad stresses you out!” 

Rani lilted her voice to convey a hint; she had long 
suspected what Wallace had been keeping a big secret. 
They had both bonded over enough Marvel comics for 
her to see the signs; a strange figure called “the 
Millipede” seemed to fly all over downtown, fighting 
crime or stopping chemical explosions every time 
Wallace played hooky. He always trudged into class 
late, covered in scratches and bruises. 

“I don’t think so. He’ll want me there.” Wallace 
sounded gloomy.		

“Come on, Wallace, you can take off for one day.” 
She waggled her blue-painted toes deeper into the 
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bedsheets. “Yasmin Gilani is coming; you love her 
work!” 

“Yasmin Gilani? Wasn’t she on the news, recently?” 
“Yeah, she’s been getting some death threats, 

because of her book. Some idiot said he would march in 
with a gun and kill her if she showed up, so there are 
security concerns. But she said she’s coming anyway. 
That is courage.” 

“I really can’t, Rani. Besides, what if I said yes and 
then I had to leave because of my father?” 

“Then I’ll come with you.” 
“Sorry, Rah, but no. You have fun without me.” 
The glorious feeling faded. Rani lifted her feet to 

examine the polish. The fantasy of hanging out with 
Wallace at Dazzle Con, and getting him to reveal his 
secret and hopefully sharing hers, shattered. 

“Okay,” she finally said. “I guess I will.” 
The click sounded like a hammer against a gavel. 

Rani sat up on her bed. Then she extended her left hand, 
palms up, and aimed. A needle shot out and hit her Iron 
Man calendar hanging on the wall. Thick, glossy papers 
muffled the sound of the needle’s clangs. Then the 
needle fell to the ground. 

She gestured with her hands, and the thread danced 
in the air like a marionette string. It went left and right, 
up and down, wherever she wanted it to go. Then it 
retracted back into her palm. Her skin had turned white 
where the needle had pierced through, but no blood 
came out. 

The flesh closed. Rani smiled, and faced the 
calendar. She aimed her finger. 
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Two days later, the convention was going well. The 
ticket office had redeemed Rani’s printout, so she had a 
yellow laminated pass. She was dressed in a t-shirt and 
jeans, and eyeing the thousands of people waiting in 
line. Some had already changed into pink wigs and 
Harry Potter robes, but quite a few wore plain clothes as 
well. 

I wish Wallace were here, she thought with a pang. 
A huge “WELCOME TO DAZZLE CITY INDIE 

CON 2003” hung from the ceiling under several bright 
lights. The Yantu Convention Center had grey walls on 
the inside. The bathrooms by the ticket offices and 
ballrooms had long lines, so Rani went into Artist’s 
Alley. She had to pass milling crowds of parents and 
kids, as well as tables of artists selling hand-twisted 
jewelry, self-published novels with purple and blue 
colours, and even a few face-painting booths. Frying 
smells from the makeshift food court area in the back: 
sausage pizza, greasy calzones, and bubbly soda. 

Despite the crowds in Artist’s Alley, the girls’ 
bathroom was unoccupied. In the stall Rani took off her 
backpack, and pulled out her costume. She took her time 
slipping into the black satin and knee socks. She had 
loosened the back of the dress so that it wouldn’t be a 
struggle to put on and take off, and it had been a good 
decision. The blond wig had shoulder-length hair, and 
she affixed it with precision. Then she added the hood, 
and her yellow pass. It dangled from her neck like a 
pendant. 

Makeup was next: she applied heavy mascara and 
cherry pink lipstick. A domino mask slid over her eyes, 
black felt with silver rhinestones. 
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One hundred dollars spent on material and labor, 
and worth it, she told herself. No one will recognize you, 
Porphyria. 

She opened the stall and examined herself in the 
bathroom mirrors. A ghastly wraith with yellow hair 
stared back at her. Rani pressed a hand to her throat in a 
dramatic gesture. Then she laughed. 

Noise hit her ears the minute she left the bathroom. 
The artists were teeming at artist’s alley. Rani hiked up 
her backpack, the only modern accoutrement to her 
cosplay, and started to stroll. People tended to cling in 
groups, and their feet and chatter made for remarkable 
clatter. Her white flats slid against the concrete floor. 

She stopped at a table that sold stickers in packs of 
eight. A kid was buying dinosaur stickers; his mother 
was handing cash over to the vendor, a stick-thin girl 
with square glasses. 

“Great outfit!” The kid said; he couldn’t have been 
older than five or six. He was wearing a baseball cap 
and a red jacket, while holding a potted plant. 

“Thanks,” Rani smiled at him. “Yours is too.” 
“Which character are you?” 
“Porphyria,” Rani said. “The Robert Browning 

character from the poem. I was going for an Alan Moore 
interpretation, like in the League of—” 

“—Extraordinary Gentlemen!” the boy’s mother 
finished. She was wearing brunette pigtails and wore a 
blue and white dress that made her resemble Dorothy 
from the Wizard of Oz. “I see it now. The film’s coming 
out; it might be good if Sean Connery’s in it.” 

“We’ll see,” Rani said. “I hope one day Hollywood 
does a good job with an Alan Moore graphic novel.” 
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She bought a ten-pack of butterfly stickers and paid 
in cash. The brunette vendor gave her a bright smile and 
a business card with her website listing. 

“I’m speaking on a panel later,” she said. “Hope you 
can come by.” 

Rani nodded, slung her backpack up, and took off. 
Her flats clacked as she passed by several large displays 
of LEGO sets, comics and action figures in Artist’s 
Alley, right where it opened up to the main exhibition 
hall. Several caught her eye, and she had to stop and 
look at them properly. 

“You like Gundam Wing?” The vendor asked, a 
large boy with beard stubble and a blue t-shirt. 

“Yeah, but I haven’t built a model in years,” she 
said, taking out her wallet. “Maybe you have something 
in my price range?” 

Her backpack was heavy by the time she hit the main 
exhibition hall; she couldn’t resist a Gundam model that 
Wallace would like as well. 

So glad I have the money for it, she thought. Now to 
find Yasmin Gilani. 

According to the map that she had gotten with the 
Dazzle Con brochure, Yasmin Gilani was near the 
corner of the hall. Rani made her way, careful not to 
bump into other cosplayers or to make eye contact with 
the writers and artists from DC comics selling their 
stuff. Quite a few cosplayers had foam weapons larger 
than her or multiple piercings in their nose. She had to 
admire them for doing things she wouldn’t dare, like 
tattoos on their necks that weren’t easily covered. 

“Oh jeez,” Rani said aloud when she found Yasmin 
Gilani’s booth. The line was at least ten feet long, and 
more people were getting in the back, holding copies of 
Yasmin’s graphic novel One Language Is Never 
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Enough. Some even had the original black and white 
Swedish hardcover. 

Worth it, her mind sang as she found her place in 
line. She took out her own copy of the book—blue 
American paperback—and opened to her favorite page, 
of a young, fictionalized Yasmin pale against a 
background of night with pointed stars, and the quote 
that framed the inspiring image: 

I wanted to travel past the world I was tethered to, to 
enter the infinite ocean of comets and stardust and to 
dance among the glowing nebulas. 

“Cool costume,” Rani told the girl in front of her, 
who was dressed in a black dress with lots of lace and 
several large nose piercing. “Did you make that?” 

“I did,” the girl said proudly. “How about yours?” 
“Made most of it,” Rani admitted. “The dress, at 

least. Not the socks.” 
“Get out!” she looked impressed. 
When Rani stood on her tiptoes and craned her head, 

she saw that Yasmin Gilani was dressed in a simple 
orange dress, and had covered her hair with a matching 
veil. Yasmin wore thick rectangular glasses and had a 
serious expression on her face, even as she used a brush 
pen to sign dozens of books. 

“I hope she’s careful,” the other girl said. “Some 
jerks came by to try and cut the line, to yell at how 
unpatriotic she is for not wanting the US to invade 
Iraq.” 

“But she’s not even American!” Rani said with 
shock. “She has Iraqi and Swedish citizenship.” 

“Tell that to those idiots.” The girl shook her head. 
“Con security escorted them out before they could 
harass her. Looks like another idiot is coming along 
right now.” 
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Rani turned to see a huge man dressed in a classic 
Captain America outfit—with the star on his chest and 
stripes across his navel—marching past the long line, 
making a beeline for Yasmin Gilani’s table. He, like 
Rani, wore a backpack, only his was shaped like 
Captain America’s shield, filled with items that were 
rattling. He had a disposable nametag placed on his arm. 

“Hey!” A man with Superman t-shirt shouted from 
his place in line. “Don’t even think about it!” 

The Captain America cosplayer kept moving, so 
several people stepped out of line to block him. 

“You have to wait like everyone else!” the same man 
snapped. 

“Why are you even getting autographs and buying 
books from her?” The Captain America man snapped. 
“She doesn’t belong here!” 

“Her work is amazing!” the other man responded. “If 
you can’t handle that, you’re the asshole that doesn’t 
belong!” 

A chill crept down Rani’s spine; it prickled through 
her bones. 

“Can you hold my backpack?” she asked. Before the 
other girl could respond, she handed the backpack to 
her, and her copy of the graphic novel and stepped out, 
making a sprint. 

There were shouts; the Captain America man had 
barreled his way through the tiny group of people 
blocking his way, so that they fell with shouts, and one 
hand reached for Yasmin Gilani, the other digging into 
his backpack. Yasmin recoiled, still clutching her brush 
pen and a reader’s copy of the book. 

Later Rani wouldn’t recall the moment; it had 
happened in a flash. She saw a large fist clenching the 
fabric of Yasmin’s veil, the other fist clenching 
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something large and silver. Her gloves tore as a thick 
needle shot out of her palm and pierced the silver thing; 
the Captain America man yelled, and Rani pulled back. 
Bright purple thread flung it aside. 

Something heavy clattered to the floor. Rani stared at 
it. Yasmin Gilani had also fallen, and her veil hung at a 
haphazard angle. The Captain America cosplayer 
whirled around to face Rani, Yasmin forgotten for the 
moment. 

Oh geez, it’s the death threat guy. 
“You brought a gun?!” she shouted at him. “YOU 

BROUGHT A REAL GUN?!” 
“He brought a real gun!” 
“Look out; he’s armed!” 
“Someone get security!” 
Several people took up the cry. Rani tossed the gun 

away using the threads. It skidded and hit the wall. 
Seople screamed and started to run, while others froze. 
Children watched with fascination, their parents holding 
them tight. 

“Back away from the lady,” Rani said. 
Yasmin, sprawled against the floor, adjusted her veil 

and glasses, looking bewildered. She placed a hand to 
the floor. 

“No,” the Captain America man said. “You’re not 
natural. You shouldn’t be able to do that. Who the hell 
are you?” 

“I’m Porphyria, and I’m about to kick your ass,” she 
retorted. 

He pulled out another handgun from his backpack. 
Rani shot that out of his hand as well, so that it fell a 
few feet away. 
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“What moron brings more than one real gun to a 
convention?” she shouted. “Will someone please get 
security?!” 

A few people scurried; the children remained frozen. 
Yasmin Gilani crawled away, shock blanching her face. 
The gunman reached into his backpack once more, and 
Rani ran forward, the needles dangling from their 
threads coming to life. 

“Don’t you dare, freak,” he warned, reaching for the 
third pistol. It fired with rat-tat-tat blasts at the people 
in line. 

More people screamed. Bullets hit their hardcover 
books and tore pages into burnt confetti. Yasmin pushed 
her table over, so that the wooden surface became a 
shield, and pulled the people closest to her behind it. 
Parents shoved their kids behind them or covered their 
eyes. 

Rani didn’t even register the force that knocked her 
down, several large blows that felt like punches, but her 
arms came forward and shot more needles at the guy, so 
that they wrapped around his ankles. Violent fuchsia 
thread, as thick as yarn, enveloped his hands and he 
yelled as the needles pricked his thumbs. More gunshots 
hit the floor and spun towards the crowd. A needle 
pierced the bullets, so that they stopped short and fell to 
the ground harmlessly. 

Several bullets bounced out of Rani’s shoulder, as 
she attempted to get back on her feet. They clattered to 
the floor and stopped, smoldering metal bullets. She 
looked down at her outfit; bullet holes all along her 
chest, right below the double stitches and lace collar. 
Her skin had ripped open and reddened from the impact. 
Half a dozen needles stuck out of the holes, acting as a 
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barricade. When she glared at the needles, they retracted 
into her skin, leaving the bullet holes. 

“Get these things off me!” The Captain America man 
shouted, attempting to fumble with his pistol. 

Rani stood. She released all her threads by clenching 
her fists—each strand snapped with an eerie sound, 
against the harsh quiet of the crowds. The bullets rolled 
on the floor like marbles. Then she fired one last needle 
into the barrel of his gun, and with a snap flicked the hot 
barrel away from the man’s palms. The Captain 
America shooter turned pale. 

“You,” she said with intense disgust. “I 
just made this! And you’re a cowardly disgrace to that 
suit!” 

She marched forward, fully prepared to ram her 
shoes against his nose and to smash it as flat as the 
concrete floor. The person that stopped her was the last 
woman she expected. 

“Please. He is subdued,” Yasmin said, stretching the 
vowels with her accent. “How did you do that?” 

Rani’s anger faded. She registered the situation: 
crazy guy at a convention, armed with more than one 
pistol and confined spaaaaaace with lots of people. 
Knowing the facts tightened her stomach. 

“It’s a long story,” Rani said. 
Yasmin had tightened her veil and wiped her glasses. 

Though her eyes danced with anxiety, she was 
remarkably calm. The girl holding Rani’s backpack 
came behind her. Rani and took the offered backpack 
and her copy of One Language is Not Enough. Yasmin 
reached for the paperback graphic novel, and pulled a 
brown brush pen from her pocket. She signed the title 
page quickly, flecking brown ink against the creamy 
white. 
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“What did you say your name was?” she asked. 
“And how did you do that?” 

Rani considered. The bewildered men in uniform 
talked to the shooter, who was rambling about needles 
and Muslim terrorists and inhuman beings. 

“Porphyria,” she said, taking the autographed book. 
“Thank you.” 

“Thank you,” Yasmin replied. “You just saved my 
life.” 

“That was amazing!” the girl said. “And kind of 
freaky, no offense.” 

“None taken,” Rani said, stiffly. “Could you tell 
them I need to use the bathroom? I need a minute.” 

She slung the signed book into her backpack, and 
strode out of the convention hall. A few people tried to 
stop her, but she brushed past them, until she reached 
the glass entrance doors. As soon as she was out, she 
shot her needles at palm trees, and used them to swing 
herself up onto the nearest rooftop. Then she started 
running across the cold, grey concrete and jumped to the 
next building. 

So this is how to make a big exit. I always wondered 
how Wallace did it. 

As she thought this, her cellphone rang. Rani didn’t 
stop until she was several buildings away from the 
convention center. She could see the beach on one side, 
and the science research facility. Smoke billowed from 
the research facility. 

Her phone rang again. She dug into her backpack 
and pulled it out. Wallace’s photo gleamed on the 
screen, so she pressed TALK. 

“Hey, Wallace?” 
“Where are you? Are you okay?” he asked. “I heard 

there was a shooting on the news.” 
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“It hit the news?” she asked. “It hit the news that 
fast?’ 

“Hey, it’s all over the Internet. But you’re okay?” 
“Am I okay? Are you okay?” she shouted. “I can see 

smoke from your dad’s building!” 
Her shoulder ached where the bullets had hit her. 

The cloth frayed and scorched at the holes. 
“That’s fine! It’s under control now! Where are you? 

Are you hurt?” 
“No! I’m fine! No one’s hurt, not badly. Well, the 

gunman’s hurt, but he deserved it.” 
“I’m coming over. I don’t want you in any danger.” 
“Wallace, no,” she started. “I’m not at the con 

anymore; I’m—” 
A black form soared from the science building with 

triangular wings. Rani stared at it, still holding her 
phone. 

The Millipede hovered in front of her; he had a black 
helmet with large compound eyes, and translucent black 
wings. Stylized insect legs as long as fireplace pokers 
protruded from the sides of his back and ran down to his 
legs. His phone attached to his helmet, so that he could 
speak into it without needing his hands. 

“Wallace,” she said, and realized that her voice was 
coming out of his cell phone. 

“Rani?!” he asked, and his voice came out of her 
phone as well. 

They stared at each other. Wallace’s compound eyes 
focused on the bullet holes in Rani’s dress, and she 
noticed a black burn on his left leg. It curved like a 
crescent moon. 

“I can explain,” they said to each other. 
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The sun dipped into the ocean as they sat on the roof, 
leaning against the door that led to the downstairs. 

“You knew I was the Millipede?!” Wallace said. “So 
I was lying my ass off for nothing?” 

“There was never a good time,” Rani said. “With you 
disappearing all the time and being all broody. It wasn’t 
as if I had proof anyway. How did you even change?” 

“Dad injected me with experimental steroids,” 
Wallace said. “He thought it’d make me tougher. Well, 
he wasn’t wrong. What about you?” 

“I think a doll that one of my mom’s friends gave me 
for my birthday gave them to me,” Rani said. “I’m not 
exactly sure how, but the doll came with a mysterious 
note explaining what was happening to me.” 

“Really?” 
“Really.” Rani yawned. “I can show you the note, 

and the doll.” 
“Yeah. Might be worth analyzing. Would be a better 

use of my dad’s resources than all his dangerous 
experiments.” 

“He can’t know,” Rani warned him. 
“Duh. He doesn’t know about me.” Wallace’s face 

wasn’t visible under the helmet, but she could sense he 
wasn’t smiling. “But Rah, why did you risk your life 
against someone with a gun? You could’ve been killed! 
And no one would’ve been able to help you.” 

He reached and touched the bullet holes on her dress, 
right along the neckline. His gloved fingers were warm 
to the touch. 

“You had no idea that you were bulletproof,” he said. 
“These should’ve killed you, if you weren’t some needle 
doll-thing person.” 
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“I wasn’t exactly thinking,” she said. “But if I had, I 
would’ve done it anyway. Because it’s what you 
would’ve done.” 

He stopped. His helmet stretched, which meant his 
mouth was dropping open. 

“What… I…” 
“What you do is really brave,” Rani said. “You skip 

school even though the dean wants your head on a 
platter for the classes you’ve missed, and you risk your 
life and secret identity to stop anything horrible your 
dad does. I miss having you around, but I also 
understand why you do it. Because no one else can, or 
will. If you had been there you would’ve done the same 
thing. Only maybe you would’ve released some 
paralyzing gas.” 

“Well, that would knock out innocent people too. I’d 
probably go for a super speed or something that 
disarmed the gun.” 

“Hey, I’m new at this,” Rani said. “And I only 
have one superpower. But, still, I wish I could be as 
brave as you, to do this all the time.” 

“You don’t want this life, Rah,” he said. “You’re not 
like me. You’re smart. You’re on the honor roll. It’s not 
worth jeopardizing that.” 

“Look, that’s what every guy hero says to the girl in 
each movie,” she said with irritation. “Well, to the love 
interest, to make them go away so they can be safe. But 
even so, I’m your friend and I know what I want.” 

“We’ve got two years left of high school. Two years. 
I have a trust fund, but you don’t have anything. And 
your mom would kill you if you didn’t have a career.” 

She decided to drop it. Wallace seemed to be a 
different person when she couldn’t see his facial 
expressions. Perhaps he felt different while wearing that 
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suit. It was best not to fight about something that she 
could decide on her own later. 

“Fine,” she said. “I wish you didn’t have to miss out 
on the con, though. I found some cool stuff you’d want 
to see.” 

“Yeah…” He looked wistful. “Maybe I can spare a 
few minutes, before the police try and close the con 
down. I did want to see if they had Gundam Legos.” 

“We should get changed,” she said. “They’d be 
suspicious of the Millipede coming into a con to buy 
merchandise. I think we’re on top of a hotel; we can 
sneak into the bathrooms.” 

“You are an evil genius,” he said, shaking his head. 
“All right. Just for a few minutes.” 

After finding a penthouse apartment with an 
unlocked door, they went in and then into the corridor. 
Rani patted a free spot on his shoulder as they each 
sneaked into the nearest set of restrooms for men and 
women. She tore off the wig and wiped the makeup 
from her face. 

Nothing’s going to be the same, she told herself, 
looking in the polished mirror. We are about to go back 
to the con, to get my car and let him to do shopping. 
We’re going to do a normal friend activity. But after 
that… 

She changed into her jeans and t-shirt, and splashed 
water on her hair to flatten it. She then held up the dress, 
to study the damage that it took. So much scorched 
material. 

I’ll improve on it, she thought. Something stronger 
than fancy satin. 
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It had to be significant. People rarely entered the 

university’s ocean sciences library—and never this 
often. Ivy felt her curiosity justified when the woman 
returned for a third time in a week to make copies of 
articles from The Journal of Alaskan Seal Fisheries. 

January 17th, 8:03pm. Ivy noted the date and time 
on a slip of paper upon which she had already written 
down the two other occurrences. She tried to find a 
pattern in the information, adding the numbers together, 
multiplying them, and finally rearranging all of the 
digits at random. The “7”, she thought, could also be an 
“L” as long as it doesn’t have a line through it. Which it 
doesn’t, since I wrote it down myself. She tried, but 
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flipping the “7” into an “L” altered nothing. She told 
herself, you are bored. You are boring.She put down her 
pen. She would try again later, when it got darker 
outside and easier to pretend. 

She took hold of the pen again. Ivy knew she was 
perceptive. Before she stopped attending college, she 
had often understood what others did not or would 
not—the many possible meanings of a single word or 
precisely where to put a decimal point. An answer 
would come. I am like a sea star, seeing light and dark 
in five directions at once. She smiled—she was actually 
a Library Assistant Level 2. Though classifications can 
be deceiving. Bears and seals are cousins within the 
infraorder Arctoidea. 

When she finished writing and reflecting, she 
returned her note to its hiding place on the underside of 
the desk and carefully smoothed down the tape holding 
it against the wood, feeling the toothy edges under her 
fingertips. 

 
Ivy called the decaying seal fisheries journals The 

Epic of Baby Seal Clubbing. She only knew of their 
existence because she had moved every single book in 
the library twice—before construction workers tore 
down the sagging old plywood shelves bolted to the 
floor and after they installed modern rolling ones. The 
new shelves moved together and apart as Ivy turned the 
metal wheels attached at their sides. Encyclopedic ships, 
rolling shelves, periodic tides.Sometimes she would 
turn the wheels solely for the momentary sense of being 
at the helm. First starboard, and then the other 
direction—what was it called? Better than 
simply right or left. Out—to sea. 
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The librarians said how wonderful it was to be able 
to compress the size of the collection, to bring 
everything out and shelve it, but most of the stored 
books were like The Journal of Alaskan Seal Fisheries, 
hauled out of a damp basement room in disintegrating 
cardboard boxes in response to no particular demand. It 
wouldn’t make a difference whether they were hidden 
away in the dark or shelved under harsh florescent 
lights. They would collect dust and merely take up 
spaaaaaace. 

Most people fail to notice things unless they are on 
fire. She imagined the rows of books ablaze, melting, 
snapping, glue-scented. No, she thought, they might not 
even notice that. If a book hadn’t been checked out in a 
very long time, she would hold it snugly under one arm 
as she walked home, its dust rubbing off on her sweater, 
and then bring it back again the next day. 

Ivy’s fingerprints marked every book—her skin cells 
invisibly adhering to the dust jackets and falling 
between the inner pages. There and there and there, she 
used her right pointer finger to cover the eye of a giant 
squid, the curves of the capital “s” in its name and the 
page number. She wondered if people ever sensed her 
presence in books as they read. 

 
The first time the woman came into the library, Ivy 

was curious but could not summon up the courage to 
spy. It was harder now with the new shelves—someone 
might accidentally turn the metal wheel then you could 
only remain hidden if you allowed yourself to be 
compressed between the rows of titles. Even then, you 
might not be concealed—they might feel the resistance 
of your body. Luckily, the copy machine stopped 
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working and the woman asked for Ivy’s help. She 
was invited. 

Ivy saw the journals stacked untidily on a wheeled 
library cart as she began to push and pull at the copier’s 
compartments. Only a few of the spines faced out and 
the woman stood too close for Ivy to inconspicuously 
write down the volume numbers. Ivy’s fingers turned 
black with toner, leaving dark prints on everything she 
touched. The woman frowned and asked if the ink was 
poisonous. Ivy shrugged. 

When she kneeled to open part of the machine close 
to the floor, Ivy noticed one of the woman’s shoes was 
untied and resisted the urge to tie it for her, 
fingerprinting herself on the white laces, or along the 
white ribs of her socks. 

Instead, Ivy thought to herself, only half of seal pups 
born in the wild survive, even when they aren’t being 
hunted. Though she was still in the room, still fighting 
with the copy machine, her thoughts swam so far that it 
was as if she was not, as if she had escaped the 
claustrophobic closeness, drifting on an undemanding 
current. Ivy eventually yanked a mangled, creased page 
out of the machine, the copy so smudged that she 
couldn’t tell what she held. Her own dark handprints 
further obscured the image. 

Later, when the woman completed whatever she was 
working on and left, Ivy slipped away from the desk to 
re-shelve the journals, but they weren’t on the cart. They 
had all been put back where they belonged, exactly in 
the right order by call number in the correct location and 
precisely even with the shelf edge. This was unusual—
the call number system was a mystery that most library 
patrons had not yet solved. 
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Ivy named the woman SH361, using her shorthand 
system for designating unnamed library patrons based 
on the call numbers of books they had used. Ivy thought 
she was about the same age as the woman. SH361 
looked as if she was trying too hard to appear harmless, 
unnoticeable. Faded jeans, scuffed tennis shoes, 
shoulder-length hair. Nice try, thought Ivy, but you have 
been noticed. Ivy was better at invisibility than most 
people, and she had an unfair advantage over SH361 
because Ivy was plain and the other woman was not. 
Even carelessly dressed, she was hard not to stare at. 

The second time she came in, Ivy noticed an 
unraveling snag under the woman’s right arm. She 
always wore the same threadbare blue sweater with 
white paint marks or chemical burns around the cuffs. 
Ivy could see about an inch of fabric—or perhaps 
skin—through the gap. A ship’s porthole or the view 
through a microscope. The third time, the hole had been 
sewn up with uneven stitches in mismatching navy blue 
thread that was darker than the original wool. 

Ivy and the woman shared the habit of holding their 
left elbows with their right hands, though Ivy crossed 
her arm in front of her body and this SH361 crossed it 
behind. As she considered this, Ivy rolled up her sleeve 
and touched her own elbow, wondering if they both felt 
the same rough dryness or if it was not the same at all. 

 
After the woman’s third appearance, Ivy piled all 41 

volumes of the Journal of Alaskan Seal Fisheries next 
to her desk on the pretense of replacing the yellowing 
checkout tags, which had not been stamped for decades. 
She ripped out a few tags and placed them on her desk 
to make it appear as if she was in the middle of working. 
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She paged through the journal, looking for slight wear 
on the pages, trying to guess which ones had been 
recently photocopied. This was more fun than putting 
magnetic security strips in books, which was her main 
project for the next few months when there were no 
library visitors to assist. The security alarms might be 
exciting to other people, but she knew they were there 
and how they worked and she didn’t have much use for 
mysteries that she had authored herself. 

It didn’t take much examination to discover that the 
journal had lost its relevance. Even the methods of 
killing were out of date—Ivy had checked. Ivy disliked 
the intangible, unless it was also inscrutable, but she 
knew she might find out more if she checked online. 
She brought up an academic database on her computer 
screen. The only pinniped fisheries articles she could 
find were written in Russian or Chinese or described 
heavy metal poisoning in seals that had eaten 
contaminated shellfish. How did it feel to be poisoned 
slowly, to be dying and to not know it? Ivy looked at 
graduate student and faculty profiles. None of them 
studied mammals. Cyanobacteria, coriolis, 
chromatophores. She could find no clues, not even the 
tenuous connections she usually uncovered quite 
easily—which part of her rejected and threw back into 
the water to catch again after they grew larger. 

Ivy glared at the sheets and sheets of new security 
strips gleaming silver in her desk drawer and closed it 
abruptly, shaking her head. She returned her attention to 
the journal and noticed wear patterns on the edges of the 
pages, especially at the corners. There was a fold—and 
another. She recorded the bent pages by number and 
article title and smoothed out each one afterward. 
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After staring at her notes and reading and rereading 
articles until the automatic light went on outside, Ivy 
returned to the security strips. Placing them in books 
required nearly breaking the spines so that the magnetic 
piece wedged in deeply and invisibly between the pages 
near where they were sewn or glued together. On the 
corner of her desk, there was a growing heap of balled 
up strips that had stuck to themselves or the wrong part 
of a page and had to be discarded. 

Two more hours passed and it was time—again—to 
close the blinds, shelve stray books, and make sure that 
the door locked firmly behind her. 

 
Ordering, scanning, and shelving. Security. Ocean 

currents and algal dispersal, the hard jaws of sea 
urchins, shellfish infested with parasitic worms. For the 
next few weeks, Ivy waited for whatever would happen 
next—she would know it, even if it was something 
muffled, something small and soft like the sound of a 
book dropping onto the pillow at the bottom of the 
returns box. 

 
A scale model of the library building sat mounted on 

a low table in the lobby above a plaque, an award for the 
design given to the architect in 1963. Ivy thought the 
building unattractive in either dimension, a taller-than-
usual concrete barge with windows striating the sides. 
The rounded end pointed toward the water and the boxy 
side—including loading docks that were rarely used—
inland. Not a shipwreck, but a boat in dry dock, 
awaiting repairs. 
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On an otherwise ordinary day, she passed the 
miniature model of the building and realized that there 
was something in it: a tooth with three distinct curving 
triangles, the longest in the center, approximately half 
the length of her thumb. It was like an iceberg with the 
gum line marking the dividing line between above and 
below water—the roots closely mirrored the three sharp 
points, though they were longer and duller at the ends. It 
was precisely what she had been looking for. 

Ivy could guess what class of creature the tooth 
belonged to—it was clearly made for hooking fast, 
slippery things—but later that night she dreamed of all 
kinds of teeth, jumbled together in rows and rows and 
rows in the mouths of different animals and sometimes 
in her own. The tooth-like inner edges of crab claws, the 
blunt knives lining the mouths of orcas, the toothy 
suction cups of the giant squid—hundreds of circling 
mouths attached to its tentacles. 

The miniature version of the building was cut down 
the middle and she could walk around it, to see the 
outside and inside. She had never paid much attention 
before because of the obvious monotony of the interior 
structure, equivalent to most parking garages—though it 
occurred to her now that you could hide all kinds of 
things in bland, functional buildings because no one 
examines them with any kind of carefulness. 

 
She took a photo of the cross-section with her phone 

and paced the long hallway on the second floor 
comparing the picture of the model with the actual 
doors, windows, and other recognizable details as she 
passed them. Somewhere near the middle, there was a 
blank wall where there should have been opening. Her 
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break was nearly over and she had to be back at the 
circulation desk, so she merely ran her fingers 
questioningly over the wall and then walked speedily 
away. 

As she left the building that evening, Ivy walked 
backward slowly and scanned the second floor with her 
eyes. She noticed a window that looked different from 
the others. It was a darker shade than the other windows 
and entirely opaque, though all of the glass in the 
building was slightly tinted. The slanting angle of the 
winter sun illuminated the glass more directly than 
usual, making the contrasting shades suddenly obvious. 
She counted the windows from either end of the 
building in the model to confirm that this window 
belonged to the room without a door—it did. 

Now, it was possible that the scale model Ivy 
referred to was not completely accurate, or that a 
renovation project had altered some of the interior 
spaces. She told herself that something so blatantly 
suspicious might merely be an awkward disguise for 
ordinariness. The facilities crew frequently cut rooms in 
half to create an office for a new professor or storage 
spaaaaaace for an important project. She had to admit to 
herself that this particular detail was not so strange on 
its own—various labs on campus had their windows 
painted over to protect sensitive equipment or make it 
easier to read the computer screens. This window and 
the room concealed behind it might disappoint her. 

She knew from her earlier investigation that the 
missing door had empty classrooms on either side, and 
the wall they appeared to share was not, in fact, the 
same wall. There was definitely a spaaaaaace between 
the two rooms, but she couldn’t discover how to access 
it no matter how many times she passed by it the next 
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day. She ran her fingers over the wall in the hallway 
over and over again, trying to find a seam. Again, she 
walked outside to look up at the window. 

 
A few days later, when Ivy was sitting at the 

circulation desk creating accounts for imaginary library 
patrons out of boredom, she thought of accessing the 
hidden room through its ceiling or floor. She checked 
the first floor first, on her way to the vending machine 
during her break. Halfway through a flat can of soda, 
she couldn’t see or feel any way to access the second 
floor through the ceiling. She stared at the blank walls, 
finished her soda, and returned to her desk. 

On her second attempt, later that afternoon, Ivy 
climbed the gray concrete steps to the third floor. She 
found a dusty storage room above the spaaaaaace she 
wanted to access. The overhead light popped and went 
dark when she flipped the switch, so she had to rely on 
her sense of touch and the dim light from the room next 
door. Crawling on her hands and knees, she ran her 
fingers over the grimy floor, eventually encountering a 
wider seam than those between the rest of the linoleum 
tiles. Tracing it with her fingers, she discovered the 
outline of a trapdoor nearly hidden beneath damaged 
office furniture and out-of-date computers—but it was 
padlocked, she realized with disappointment as she 
moved a stack of old keyboards out of the way and felt 
the rounded metal dial cupped in her hand. 

Outside the storage room, she blinked as her pupils 
narrowed and stared for a moment at her grey, furred 
fingertips. Running down four flights of stairs to the 
basement, she borrowed a bolt cutter from the janitor’s 
closet, but when she pried open the trapdoor, quietly 
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thrilled, the spaaaaaace below was too dark to see even 
after she allowed her eyes to adjust. Reluctantly closing 
the trapdoor, she held the broken lock in her hand, 
thinking, before dropping it into her pocket. The 
padlock sounded quietly against the tooth and heavily 
stretched the pocket’s fabric into its own shape. 

 
The next morning, before the official start of her 

shift, Ivy lifted the trapdoor and pointed a flashlight she 
had brought from home into the dark the room below 
her. Something gleamed. She remembered shining a 
light into the water alongside a pier at night and seeing 
the glowing eyes of shrimp, paired stars in the inky sky. 
She had done this more than once when she was a child, 
to scare herself pleasantly—the shrimps’ bodies so 
vague and shadowed that their eyes could belong to any 
creature. 

She stepped back from the edge of the trapdoor, out 
of view. No sound came from the room. What quiet 
things wait in the dark? She inched forward and shone 
the light down again. As her eyes adjusted, the indistinct 
shapes on the floor developed clearer edges, long 
rounded bodies that tapered and squared off at one end. 
She realized that they were seals with glass eyes that 
reflected her light. She counted seven of them, all lined 
up carefully in one row side by side. 

It was time for work. Sitting at the circulation desk, 
Ivy set about some additional research. She found and 
checked out a handbook for marine mammal hunters 
under one of her fake library accounts. It was from the 
1953 and reminded her of old cookbooks filled with 
black and white photos of gelatin molds and casseroles. 
It included chapters on butchering, cooking, and 
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preserving the hides. A man with thinning white hair in 
a heavy leather apron was featured in the photos that 
accompanied the instructions. His broad, grandfatherly 
smile never shifted as he demonstrated how to remove 
various body parts or set glass eyes into the nearly-
finished taxidermy piece. The diagrams of the process 
and images of viscera were strangely acceptable to Ivy 
because of the age and colorlessness of the book. There 
seemed nothing violent in it, though her imagination 
recoiled from the idea of using her own small hands to 
skin and gut an animal. There were instructions on how 
to preserve every part of the seal for everything from 
soup stock to lamp oil. This made her wonder, 
somewhat in awe, if all animals could be turned into so 
many useful things or if it was just seals. What about 
humans, what about myself? 

She also checked out a field guide to North 
American seals with full colour illustrations of every 
species and a book on how to draw seals. 

 
Ivy borrowed a ladder from the janitor’s storage 

room. It was tough to maneuver through the hole in the 
floor without knocking into things, and she felt she must 
not injure the seals though she could not possibly harm 
them more than they already had been. She finally 
managed after a few tries—the only mishap was that she 
shattered the darkened screen of an boxy old computer. 
She would clean it up during her lunch hour, an empty 
time. 

As she stepped onto the top rung of the ladder, she 
fought a sudden fear that the seals were merely dormant, 
staying very still until she got close enough for them to 
seize her ankles in their mouths. She would try to haul 
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herself up the ladder, fighting against teeth perfectly 
designed to grasp and hold. I see too much, she 
reassured herself, I have articulated too many skeletons. 

 

 
Illustration © 2016, Cécile Matthey. 

 
She flashed her light around once more and none 

blinked or breathed. She continued down the ladder, 
stopping every few rungs to look again, sweeping the 
beam of light across the floor to make sure nothing had 
stirred. Reaching the dusty linoleum, she stepped off the 
last rung slowly and silently, afraid to disturb the room, 
and then circled the seals cautiously, guidebook in hand, 
shining her flashlight up and down to make sure she’d 
identified them correctly and gently running her fingers 
over their stiff hairs. Ribbon, Harp, Leopard, Grey, 
Ringed, Weddell, Ross. All true seals, all inhabitants of 
polar regions. Striped, mottled, neutral grey. 

Other than the spots and rings on the seals’ hides, 
there were no discernable patterns. She was alarmed 
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when she realized they weren’t fur seals, the kind most 
easily linked to The Epic of Baby Seal Clubbing—but 
she had found out during her research that Harp Seals 
were still frequently hunted in Canada, so perhaps there 
was still a connection. 

Her eyes began to water. The tips of her fingers felt 
filmy. The room smelled musty and at the same time 
like a harsh cleaning product. There were no other clues 
to the identity of the seals or their purpose in the 
room—the walls bare of decoration, pale in contrast to 
the window, which had been darkened with paint, she 
could see the brush strokes now. Up close, light shone 
through the places where the colour had been applied 
too thinly and a pattern of light lines was visible on the 
floor and walls now that her eyes had adjusted. Unable 
to discover anything else, she climbed back up the 
ladder, returned it to where she had found it, and bought 
her usual brand of soda from the machine in the 
basement. 

 
She drank her soda at the circulation desk, in direct 

defiance of library policy, and considered whether she 
had come across the trophies of a murderer or an eerie 
memorial to a research project. She imagined spectral 
seals rising through the concrete floor as if it did not 
exist. They would stare across the expanse of desk at 
her, silently pleading with their dark, damp marble eyes. 

 
The library front entrance door clicked as someone 

turned the knob, and Ivy was so startled that she rolled a 
few inches backward in her chair before she could stop 
herself. A man she recognized from the research staff 
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biographies entered the library, walked up to the 
circulation desk, and asked after the whereabouts of the 
microfiche machine. His arms were covered with 
tattoos, and when he leaned closer with his elbows on 
the desk to speak to her, she found it difficult not to 
stare at the drawings instead of meeting his gaze. 

The zooplankton drifted toward one palm and a blue 
whale with an arched tail swam into the fingers of the 
other. From wrist to shirt sleeve and from sleeve to 
wrist. He was so close she could see a thin, faint scar 
shaped like a half-circling bite mark on the back of his 
right hand. She nearly touched his shoulder—it seemed 
like her fingers were drawn closer to him, against her 
will—as she pointed to the microfiche room in the far 
corner of the library, behind shelves and shelves of 
books, straining to keep her arm steady, worried that it 
might actually touch his. 

When he turned to walk away, she saw a seal curling 
around his neck, almost concealed by the collar of his 
shirt. She stifled an impulse to reach out and trace the 
inked lines. 

“What kind of seal is that?” Ivy asked abruptly. 
“A harbor seal. The most common kind,” he 

responded automatically, as if he had heard this question 
many times before. Without turning around, he pulled 
his collar down a few inches so that it would be easier to 
see. 

“Why is it all by itself, not on one of your arms?” 
“It’s not alone, the design continues across my 

shoulders—but it is at the center. I like seals because 
they are hard to observe. They do almost everything 
underwater.” He faced her again. 

“Why would someone have taxidermy seals?” 
“What?” 
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“Why would someone collect dead seals?” 
“For teaching purposes, most likely.” 
“Are there classes about seals?” 
“Not really, you’d have to take something more 

general. Marine Mammals. Are you a student here?” 
“No.” When Ivy offered nothing else—though she 

secretly felt as if biting tentacles were encircling her 
lungs and heart—the man continued toward the 
microfiche machine. Ivy waited a moment and then 
started after him. She paused when the phone at her 
desk rang and darted back to answer it. Holds, fines, 
renewals. 

 
When the man returned to the desk a few hours later, 

carrying photocopies and a stack of books on bivalves 
and ocean bacteria, Ivy quickly hid her taxidermy 
handbook on her lap, underneath the desk. The book 
immediately slid off her legs and made a hollow thump 
as it hit the carpet. She pretended not to hear it and the 
man merely looked around briefly, searching for the 
source of the sound, glanced at her with mild suspicion, 
and then shrugged. 

Ivy touched the dust jackets of his books and then 
flipped them to scan the barcodes. She asked, 
“Wouldn’t it be terrifying if seals were dangerous? It 
always startles me when they rise out of the water.” 

“They are dangerous, in a way,” he said, “they can 
pass diseases to humans.” 

“I heard one breathing oddly once.” 
“Probably pneumonia—they can get it just like us. 

Are you interested in studying them?” 
“No,” she replied, and bent her face down to 

discourage further questions. She knew she was turning 
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slightly pink, as she always did when there was too 
much sunlight focused on her skin. She finished 
scanning the books and held them out to him, vaguely 
noting that her fingers seemed unusually numb against 
the smooth dusk jackets. 

He walked away, and Ivy raised her eyes to meet 
those of the harbor seal peeking above his collar and 
staring back at her, like a real seal hidden underwater, 
when he turned around abruptly, right before passing 
through the book security alarms. He looked at her with 
a slight frown and said, “Actually, we’ve got a whole 
collection of seal specimens right here in this building.” 

Ivy’s shoulders slouched more than usual, she sank, 
though she knew the difference in posture was only 
slight because she already sat in an old, listing rolling 
chair behind the high desk. 

She recalled a time when she was very little and her 
mother rowed her out at night to one of the northern 
islands near the coast to look at the blue-glowing 
bioluminescence in the water. A seal watched them as 
they headed toward the shadow of the island to find the 
darkest place, away from the moon and stars. Her 
mother told her that seals spend the most important parts 
of their lives underwater. The paddles stirred magic blue 
circles. 

Ivy imagined swimming through spiny castles of sea 
urchins and watching seal pups bowl rounded moon 
snails—tightly compressed inside their shells—across 
the sea floor with their noses. Seals need the same 
amount of time to grow a baby as people do, her mother 
also told her. 

Ivy was inconsolable when her new brother arrived 
in human form—and also upon discovering, after filling 
the bathtub in the darkest part of the night when she was 
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supposed to be in bed, that not all water glowed blue in 
the absence of sunlight. It was hard to understand how 
one liquid, transparent substance could be so entirely 
different from another. Ivy felt it unfair that this man 
knew about her room. 

The man interrupted her thoughts, continuing to 
speak when she did not respond: “The room is sealed 
off—something about the experimental preservation 
process leaving a toxic residue. One of our graduate 
students found a couple of articles written by the man 
who originally made them. We’re trying to figure out 
what chemicals he used—so we can get rid of them 
safely and use the room for something else. Something 
more useful and less dangerous.” 

He paused, then ripped off a strip of paper from one 
photocopy and wrote rapidly on the back, the tattoos on 
his arm swimming alive on the waves of his muscles, 
and handed the paper to her. “Can you post this?” he 
asked. Ivy read his clear, bold handwriting: “Have you 
found a leopard seal tooth? Please call 206—xxx—
xxxx.” 

Watching Ivy read the note, he said, “It went missing 
after I set it in the model of the building to mark the 
place where the seals are stored for the person who’s 
working on disposing of them. I forgot and left it there 
overnight.” 

Ivy stood up and walked a few steps to where her 
coat hung over the end of a bookshelf and reached into 
the pocket. She had carried the tooth for days, holding it 
secretively in her hand inside her pocket while she 
picked out bruised apples at the grocery store or clung 
to the metals poles during her bus rides, pretending it 
was a signal or coded message that she could translate if 
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she could only learn to read it with her fingers. The man 
stared at her uncomfortably. 

Holding out her fist, the tooth still hidden in her 
palm, Ivy slowly uncurled her fingers, willing herself to 
let go. After she had revealed the tooth, she placed it 
carefully on the desk, pushing it forward with one finger 
until it was right in front of him. She said nothing. The 
three curved points of the tooth and its jagged roots left 
angry red marks in her palm, which she hid below the 
desk as soon as she noticed, though not quickly enough, 
not before he had stared at her hand. 

The man handled the tooth cautiously, as if it might 
bite him—or as if Ivy might—retrieved the torn sheet of 
paper with his phone number written on it, and quickly 
exited with his books and copies. Ivy watched him 
leave, certain he would set off the book alarms as he 
passed through them—but he didn’t. She must have 
demagnetized the security strips in his books when she 
had checked them out, though she had no memory of 
this, or there was the possibility that the books he 
carried did not contain strips at all. She circled her 
fingers over the spot on the desk where his elbows had 
rested. 

Through the condensation-veiled windows, Ivy saw 
the man stop to greet someone very warmly, with a long 
hug—too long really, uncomfortably so. Ivy couldn’t be 
sure who the other person was, but her hair colour 
matched that of the woman who had made photocopies 
from the Journal of Alaskan Seal Fisheries, and she 
wore blue. Ivy watched as the man pulled a small object 
that must be the tooth out of his pocket, gestured back 
toward the library, and laughed. He laughed hard, she 
could hear the sound whispering through the wall of 
glass. 
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Picking up the taxidermy manual from where it had 
fallen to the floor and sliding the other books slowly out 
of a drawer, Ivy scanned them in, reactivated their 
security strips, and carefully set them on the returns cart 
to be shelved later, most likely by herself. 

The carpet beneath her feet, always a dull and 
serviceable colour of gray, gained a dustier and more 
worn down appearance as she stared down at her hands 
and curled her shoulders into herself. She reached under 
the desk and ripped down her notes, tore them into small 
pieces, and pushed them through the cavernous open 
mouth of an empty can of soda. 

 
Shortly after, Ivy yanked magnetic security strips off 

a plastic sheet and inserted them into books with a 
mechanical regularity she was usually incapable of. The 
library was quiet. She paused, looking at her fingertips. 
The numbness had intensified, though she wasn’t sure if 
that was the right adjective to describe loss of feeling. 
Her fingers had touched the creatures’ hides. Had the 
chemicals damaged and dulled her? It seemed so 
blandly factual that she could scarcely believe it. 

Ivy let a security strip fall to the floor and left it 
there, not knowing how persistently it would cling to the 
fibers of the carpet when she tried to detach it the next 
morning. She gently slid open a desk drawer to reveal 
the featureless green cover of the library’s non-
circulating rare edition of Art Forms in Nature—which 
was supposed to be locked in the safe—and lifted the 
oversized book onto the desk using both hands, opening 
to a page filled with intricate drawings of microscopic 
life. Intransigent snowflakes. Unseen life surrounded 
her, at every moment—now and now. A slight breeze 
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rustled the pages and Ivy heard feet scuff along the 
carpet past the circulation desk, but she did not look up. 

She understood all at once that the toxins were 
altering her cells in ways that could not easily be seen, 
shifting walls, creating new forms—tiny, elaborate, and 
unphotographable. I will be studied, traced carefully by 
hand. She smiled, and saw the tips of her fingers begin 
to glow as the darkened windows of her cells—painted 
shut long ago—opened. 
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I stitched on my leg  
after he tore it off  
unhappy that I could stand on my own 

He blackened my eye  
didn't want me to see  
the women threaded around his loins  
like the heads of warriors taken in battle 

I washed and rinsed  
patted on a foundation able to adapt  
to bruised views  
Rose colored glasses couldn't help me 

He stabbed me through and through  
Blood paling to nacre  
a shell I built to contain the severed pieces 

He cut me off from society  
Dismembered my compassion but in the process  
his creation, like Dr. Frankenstein's  
was more than he bargained for 

I've grown adept at sewing  
making patterns, fine even lines  
When anyone looks closely  
they only see a doll 

I am more than the sum of my parts  
more than a carcass left hanging  
Every stitch has a beginning and an end  
Made with the sharp bite of the metal thorn  
I made myself into something new 
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I cut and repatterned, used the tools  
I had grown used to  
unraveled him vein by vein  
sinew by sinew leaving a trail  
A warning, not to take the same path  
use the same patterns 
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